
Matt Godfrey’s Diary

DAY ONE TRELAWNEY: PEG 25
After weeks of hard preparation, the White Acres Bait-Tech Festival 
was Þnally here! With 180 anglers in the draw queue, and butterßies
in my stomach, I pulled out Peg 25 at Trelawney for the Þrst day.
With Steve Sanders (my old England youth team skipper) to the left,
I certainly had my work cut out. He took an early lead on the meat 
feeder but after an hour I began to claw my way back with a run of
F1s on the long pole and meat at 16 metres. It was nip and tuck until 
the Þnal hour, when three better carp put me ahead. Cad potting a
dozen 4mm meat cubes was essential to keep bites coming.
Weight: 54lb 2oz Result: Section 1st

DAY TWO PORTH RESERVOIR: PEG 38
This venue Þshed really hard all week. I drew Peg 38 in the bottom
meadow and expected the worst because Pemb Wrighting only
managed 3lb from it the previous day.The whole section was
struggling for bites, but I was doing well by picking up the odd tiny roach and 
skimmer on the feeder. I’d also been feeding small balls of worm-rich groundbait
on the long pole and after three hours they Þ nally turned up.A handy run of Þsh
to 8oz in the closing stages made it well worthwhile.
Weight: 7lb 15oz Result: Section 1st and lake win

DAY THREE BOLINGEY: PEG 1
I was experiencing déjà vu while setting up because I had drawn the same corner 
peg six months earlier on the Preston Innovations Festival! With Bradley Proctor 
on the favoured Peg 50 opposite me, a win was going to be difÞcult. I snared Þve
good carp in the Þrst hour by dobbing bread along the right-hand bank, before
venturing into open water with corn over small amounts of hemp. My 15 Þsh
were enough for second place, behind Bradley, who won the section with a
fantastic 97lb!
Weight: 69lb 2oz Result: Section 2nd

DAY FOUR POLLAWYN: PEG 19
This wasn’t the best of draws considering the crosswind and heavy rain. 
Unfortunately, the favoured High Bank (which was in my section!) threw up carp
from the off and I was left chasing my tail.With a biteless Þrst hour, things were
looking grim.To try and claw a few points I spent the middle two hours targeting
silvers. The surprises started when I dropped in on my 4m caster swim, and what
I initially thought was a lucky carp turned out to be a 2lb perch! I went on to 
catch 15 more perch for a good 20lb – plus two good carp in the closing stages 
on bomb and meat. I’ll certainly look at targeting those big ‘billys’ again next time!
Weight: 44lb 10oz Result: Section 4th

DAY FIVE TREWATERS: PEG 41
After more heavy overnight rain, the lakes were extremely murky. Standing in
the car park,Tommy Pickering and I agreed that it could be a catch-a-Þsh job
and an hour in we had a single carp apiece while the rest were blanking! In the
thick colour, I decided to try a chopped-worm feeder.This worked an absolute
treat because I connected with Þve carp in quick succession! I quickly mimicked
this feeding on my 13m-pole line, feeding small balls of groundbait and chopped
worms. I had a good run of F1s and skimmers here, too.
Weight: 25lb Result: Section 1st
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THE RESULT?
A 35-point total put me third overall in thefestival, behind the winner, James ‘Awesome’Hawkins, and Browning’s Neil Adcock. I wasover the moon with the result and cannot waitto visit White Acres again!
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